Social niche specialization under constraints: personality, social interactions and environmental heterogeneity
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Several personality traits are mainly expressed in a social context, and others, which are not restricted to a social context, can be affected by the social interactions with conspecifics. In this paper, we focus on the recently proposed hypothesis that social niche specialization (i.e. individuals in a population occupy different social roles) can explain the maintenance of individual differences in personality. We first present ecological and social niche specialization hypotheses. In particular, we show how niche specialization can be quantified and highlight the link between personality differences and social niche specialization. We then review some ecological factors (e.g. competition and environmental heterogeneity) and the social mechanisms (e.g. frequency-dependent, state-dependent and social awareness) that may be associated with the evolution of social niche specialization and personality differences. Finally, we present a conceptual model and methods to quantify the contribution of ecological factors and social mechanisms to the dynamics between personality and social roles. In doing so, we suggest a series of research objectives to help empirical advances in this research area. Throughout this paper, we highlight empirical studies of social niche specialization in mammals, where available.

1. Introduction

Animals are often considered to be able to change their behaviour very quickly in response to changes in their immediate environment and thus to display important behavioural flexibility [1]. Among behavioural traits, social behaviours are seen as the most flexible because the behaviour of one individual depends on a complex dynamic of interactions with its conspecifics. Individuals in a population, however, differ in many aspects of their behaviour such as aggressive tendencies, activity or sociability [2,3]. Despite such behavioural flexibility, individuals in most species nonetheless exhibit consistent differences in their average behavioural phenotypes over time or across situations, a feature generally called personality or temperament differences [4,5]). In addition to behaviour, biologists have also recently reported individual differences in metabolism, endocrinology, immunity, life history and ecology and have found that these features are generally combined together to form syndromes [1,3,5–7]. One main question in evolutionary biology is to understand what constrains the flexibility of behavioural traits (i.e. why not every individual is able to express the most appropriate behaviour in any given situation) and how individual differences are maintained in natural populations despite the assumed standardizing role of natural selection.

Niche specialization can provide an explanation for the maintenance of personality differences: individuals differ in the portion of the whole ecological niche that their population (species) occupies and show niche specialization [3,8–10]. Individual niche specialization is particularly interesting, because it offers a possible explanation for the maintenance of individual differences in a context where natural selection is generally assumed to decrease these differences: the coevolution of habitat-specific performance and habitat preference.
can theoretically lead to the evolution of multiple, locally adapted, specialists [8,9,11,12].

This idea of niche specialization has lately been transposed to the social context: individuals may be able to select particular social conditions and avoid others. Populations may thus show social niche variation, and individuals within a population may show social niche specialization [2,13–15], or may occupy different social roles [14]. Social roles, ‘the realised behaviour or tactic an individual uses in response to social challenges such as competing for food, space or mating partners’ [14, p. 504], have been the focus of various studies using an adaptive approach (i.e. optimality or game theory). Social roles have also been assumed to be—and are to a certain extent—flexible [14]. The concept of social niche specialization, however, implies that individuals show consistent differences in their social behaviour and in their ability to select particular social conditions over others, and it is conceivable that personality differences in a social context reflect/affect an individual’s social specialization [2,13–15]. Several personality traits in animals, such as aggressiveness or sociability, are expressed in a social context [7]. Other traits such as boldness, activity or exploration, which can be measured in solitary individuals, can easily be affected by the social context in which an individual is observed [7]. It is therefore natural to link the study of personality to that of social behaviour and organization. However, to date we still do not know the details of the complex dynamics between personality and social niche specialization, and how optimality and game theoretical mechanisms affect this dynamics.

In this paper, we present the hypotheses of ecological and social niche specialization. We then examine the ecological factors that may favour niche specialization and the adaptive mechanisms from optimality and game-theoretic models that explain the evolution and the maintenance of distinct social roles in a population. We highlight how social niche specialization may depend on these mechanisms using empirical studies of social niche specialization in mammals where available. We present a conceptual model and methods to study the dynamics between personality and social niche specialization, and how optimality and game theoretical mechanisms affect this dynamics.

2. Ecological factors and social niche specialization

Individual phenotypic differences could arise from individual niche specialization. That is, individuals could express restricted and specific portions of the whole behavioural repertoire of their population (or species) [2], and this portion of the whole behavioural variation may be related to their use of restricted and specific ecological conditions [8–10]. According to ecological niche specialization theory, the niche of a population is the result of the niches occupied by all its individuals [8]. Thus, the variance in the niche of a population (i.e. total niche width, TNW) can be decomposed into a variance component caused by niche differences between individuals (i.e. the between-individual component, BIC) and into a component caused by the width of each individual’s niche (i.e. the within-individual component, WIC). Individual niche specialization occurs when the WIC is low relative to TNW, the ratio of WIC/TNW, where TNW = WIC + BIC, reflecting the extent of ecological niche specialization [8,9]. When individuals’ niches show a complete overlap, this ratio equals 1, and there is no specialization (i.e. individuals are generalists). By contrast, a ratio of 0 indicates no overlap among individuals’ niches. WIC/TNW index has the advantage of being standardized and thus being comparable among species, taxa or populations that differ in ecological conditions. Araujo et al. [9] have compared this index among different taxa and found that mammals, with a ratio of 0.3, represented the group with the highest level of diet specialization within populations (average ratio for all the species = 0.66 ± 0.21). Mammals are thus a group where we can expect to find high levels of individual niche specialization.

WIC/TNW expresses the average degree of specialization of individuals in a given population. However, individuals may also vary in their degree of specialization. Hence, within a given population, some individuals with very specific niches (i.e. specialists) strongly contribute to the decrease in WIC/TNW, whereas other individuals with wider niches (i.e. generalists) increase this ratio. Individual indices of specialization such as IS (the mean proportionality similarity between an individual’s behavioural repertoire and the population’s repertoire) or \( W \) (the mean likelihood that an individual’s behavioural distribution matches the population’s distribution for this behaviour) may be used [16], or other indices of variance ratio can be used to quantify the degree of specialization of each individual [2]. Care must be taken with sampling errors when comparing individual indices of specialization [2].

Ecological niche specialization bears some similarity to the concept of personality (see above), and it is tempting to ask whether individual niche specialization is associated with individual behavioural specialization. We expect that, if personality reflects or affects individual niche specialization, the repeatability (r) of a personality trait in a population should be negatively related to WIC/TNW (i.e. populations showing high consistency in a trait may show a high degree of specialization). To date, very few studies have shown a link between personality differences and some aspects of an ecological niche such as diet, habitat use or specialization against predators in mammals [17], and there is no study showing repeatability estimate for both personality and WIC/TNW.

Although ecological niche specialization models have been developed while thinking of features such as habitat or diet choice in animals, they can be easily transposed to social niche specialization [14]. For example, individuals in a population differ in their tendency to disperse or to stay in their natal site; they acquire different dominance ranks; or they opt for different reproductive tactics. In addition to classical indices used in niche specialization studies [16], one could estimate the repeatability of the frequency of each type of social interactions in a population, or could use social network analyses indices (e.g. degree or betweenness) to characterize how individuals in a population differ in their social interactions [18]. Social niche specialization may also be considered as a particular facet of the overall ecological niche specialization if both have coevolved together. For example, some individuals may prefer habitats characterized by a lower density of competitors but also a lower resource abundance. In contrast, social niche specialization may sometimes interfere with ecological niche specialization. For example, an individual may prefer a particular habitat,
but may be rejected from this habitat by competition with conspecifics, as in situations of source-sink dynamics [19].

The literature on ecological niche specialization can provide some information on the ecological factors that facilitate the evolution of social niche specialization [9]. For example, relaxed competition and resource partitioning have been considered to be a consequence of ecological niche specialization [11]. Intraspecific competition is thus a main driver of specialization, but specialization is also facilitated by habitat heterogeneity and ecological opportunity [9]. By contrast, predation and interspecific competition may have various consequences for specialization [9]. Bergmüller & Taborsky [14] have suggested that competition for resources was an important factor leading to social niche specialization through character displacement. We may thus expect the degree of specialization and associated personality differences to increase with the level of intraspecific competition. However, the link between competition and social specialization may be more complex than expected as it probably also depends on the possible alternative outcomes related to each niche. As WIC depends on the diversity of resources available [9], so we can expect social niche specialization to depend on the diversity of social interactions and social situations available to an individual. Furthermore, socialization in the social context displays a characteristic that the ecological context does not: by becoming more socially specialized an individual may generate novel social opportunities for its conspecifics, and thus improve the potential for social niche specialization in its population. Therefore, highly social species may show higher potential for WIC in social niche specialization than lowly social or solitary species. Finally, social niche specialization is probably favoured by trade-offs. For example, we should expect a link between social niche specialization, personality and life-history strategies.

3. Adaptive mechanisms contributing to social roles

Optimality and game-theoretic models have proved very valuable tools for investigating the decision-making processes that lead individuals to adopt particular social roles. They rely on the assumption that individuals should pick a social role that maximizes their net benefits. These models have been extended to acknowledge several constraints on individual decision-making, and it is conceivable that these constraints lead to social niche specialization. Although such mechanisms have rarely been considered from a niche specialization perspective, adaptive models can be used to show the effects of selective forces on the WIC and on the BIC of niche width.

(a) State dependence

Despite potential flexibility, individuals may show consistent differences in behaviour whenever their behaviour is associated with different fitness costs and benefits that depend on a particular state value [20,21]. Individuals could, for example, differ in their boldness because they differ in size [22] or energy reserves [23]. The social role occupied by an individual in a group may exert stable effects on the costs and benefits of expressing a particular behaviour (i.e. act as a state), maintaining consistent behavioural differences among individuals [14,24]. Furthermore, individuals often behave in a particular way to maintain theirs or others' social roles. This is the case for dominant individuals in cooperative breeding species, where they consistently suppress the reproduction of subordinate animals [25]. An individual's state or social role and their behaviour may thus interact, such that small initial differences in state among individuals may lead to increased differences in both state and behaviour over time [23,26]. These feedback dynamics may have evolved because not all the combinations between a given social role (or state) and particular behavioural features provide the same fitness returns [26]. For example, an individual's fitness benefits depend on both the behavioural patterns it expresses and its experience (state) [27,28].

We can use this state-dependent hypothesis to make some predictions about social niche specialization. First, the feedback dynamics between state and behavioural features should lead to an increase in the BIC or a decrease in the WIC with age. This could be tested by examining if, with age: (i) individual behavioural repertoires decrease their overlap, or (ii) the rate of change in discrete social roles from time to time decreases. Second, most state variables fluctuate over time [29] or differ according to the habitat [30]. Furthermore, some state variables are less flexible than others (e.g. it is simply not possible for an animal to lose half of its body mass in a few minutes). We may therefore expect that within-individual variance in a behavioural trait increases with the within-individual variance in the state itself. Finally, although some researchers have drawn attention to the study of niche specialization consistency over time [14], no study to date has integrated the constraints associated with variation in state into a social niche specialization framework. More details will be given in §5 on how to analyse changes in WIC and BIC of niche width and in TNW.

(b) Frequency dependence

The benefits and costs of a particular behaviour often depend on the behaviour of other group members [31]. In many cases, the fitness payoff associated with a given behaviour decreases with the frequency of individuals expressing this particular behaviour in the population. Such a negative frequency-dependent mechanism may lead to the coexistence of individuals expressing different behaviours or tactics within the population [31]. Increasing niche specialization may also occur through social heterosis, when individuals that show a particular behaviour phenotype benefit from interacting with individuals with dissimilar behavioural phenotypes [32]. In foraging groups, for example, shy individuals may benefit from the presence of bold individuals in risky predatory situations. Interestingly, groups with mixed levels of boldness displayed a higher foraging success than homogeneous groups composed of only bold individuals [33]. Although negative frequency-dependent mechanisms may contribute to social niche specialization, they do not always lead to consistent individual differences in behaviour. For example, individuals could specialize in a different social role or behaviour at each time unit, thus maintaining BIC but without leading to any consistency in such differences [8,34]. By contrast, among socially foraging sheep, bold individuals contribute consistently more to group fission events [35]. Negative frequency dependence may also maintain a higher TNW by forcing individuals to
adopt different social roles. Through its effect on TNW, such mechanisms may thus affect the extent of social niche specialization in unpredictable ways, with the outcome depending mainly on the effects of such mechanisms on the BIC relative to their effects on TNW. Conversely, positive frequency dependence may also occur when individuals match their behaviour with those of other group-mates through consensus decision-making [36] or in an effort to be less conspicuous (i.e. ‘conformity’, [37]). In that case, positive frequency dependence would constrain TNW and thus the expression of social niche specialization.

(c) Social awareness and eavesdropping

Another, often overlooked, explanation for consistent individual differences in behaviour is to consider situations where it is profitable for an individual to be predictable [21]. For example, in a resource-defence context, it may be beneficial for aggressive individuals to be recognized as such [38], as this may reduce the probability of escalated fights with conspecifics and/or facilitate mate choice [21,39]. Interestingly, the presence of a small number of socially aware individuals, that adjust their behaviour to the behaviour of their partners, can select for consistent individual differences in the tendency to cooperate or defect [40]. Similarly, Wolf et al. [41] showed that the same mechanism might lead to different levels of aggressiveness and plasticity during dyadic contests within populations. Such mechanisms would lead to a decrease in the niche’s WIC, and in some cases stabilize the BIC. Such models are particularly likely to apply to social species, where individuals often maintain stable groups, develop long-term bonds and interact repeatedly with each other. Empirical tests of such models remain scarce and none have been attempted with mammals yet.

4. Decision-making under constraints: including individual variation and environmental heterogeneity in optimality models

(a) Individual variation

Models of frequency dependence typically assume that all individuals are equivalent and interchangeable. However, negative frequency dependence, consensus decision-making, conformity and social heterosis may affect individuals differently as a function of their phenotype. For example, shy perch (Perca fluviatilis) adjust their behaviour to the behaviour of other shoal mates more than bold ones [42]. Similarly, shy guppies (Poecilia reticulata) benefit to a greater extent from the presence of conspecifics than bold guppies, and become bolder in the presence of conspecifics [33]. Shy individuals may also adjust their behaviour more with social context because they are better able to use public or social information [43]. This interesting and surprisingly ignored feature of frequency-dependent mechanisms may greatly affect how and to what extent individuals specialize in different social niches, as well as the evolution of behavioural differentiation. If frequency-dependent mechanisms affect individuals differently, we may expect WIC and BICs, and TNW to respond differently to such mechanisms based on the phenotypic composition of the group. Another overlooked implication of such individual differences is that populations may display individual variation in their WIC, potentially leading to mixes of individuals with different levels of behavioural consistency or different levels of social niche specialization [2]. The presence of generalists in populations greatly affects the predicted dynamics of behavioural differentiation through evolution. Clearly, more studies are needed to investigate precisely the nature of frequency-dependent mechanisms affecting the behaviours of different types of individuals in mammal species.

Most models of social dynamics also assume that all individuals have roughly the same impact on the overall social conditions. It may, however, not be systematic. A limited number of ‘keystone’ individuals have a crucial role for information transmission, labour management or conflict policing [44]. In primates, such keystone individuals have been implicated in conflict policing [45,46], and this warrants further study. Dominants or leaders may also have disproportionate effects on group structure [47], and it has been suggested that such individuals may promote individual differences by enabling conspecifics to occupy different alternative social niches. Hence, the occurrence of such keystone individuals would increase the extent of BIC in social groups.

(b) Environmental heterogeneity

Game theoretical models typically assume that individuals interact in a random fashion within populations, independent of other individual features [31]. Interactions among group members, however, may be affected by consistent behavioural differences. For example, guppies that are bolder towards a potential predator entertain fewer and weaker interactions with shoal mates [48]. Individuals may also use different habitats depending on their boldness [49,50], which may limit their interactions with individuals having a different personality [51,52]. Non-random interaction patterns may greatly affect the outcome of game theoretical models [24,53,54]. Non-random interactions are an especially ubiquitous form of environmental heterogeneity, leading individuals to experience a ‘patchy’ social environment. Acknowledging such variation greatly affects the predicted frequency-dependent dynamics [55], and social network metrics may provide powerful tools to study the relationship between personality distribution in a group, its structure and interaction patterns among group members [24,56].

Variation in the social environment also needs to be accounted for because individuals may express their differences only in the presence of conspecifics, a phenomenon termed social facilitation. For example, individual perches (a social species) fail to express differences in boldness to predation risk when tested alone, but differ when tested in shoals [57]. Taking the social environment and the behaviour of other group members into consideration is also necessary to detect behavioural syndromes. For example, both the behaviour of shoal mates and the social context need to be accounted for in order to detect a relationship between boldness and exploration in Eurasian perch [57]. Social facilitation, competition and ontogenetic processes, such as habituation and previous experience, may also generate and maintain consistent differences in personality even in the absence of initial differences among individuals [58,59]. Interestingly, social facilitation, competition and ontogenetic processes are likely to vary in space and time, for example, as a function of the phenotypic composition of the group or of resource abundance. This spatial and temporal
Figure 1. Testing the hypothesis of the ontogeny of individual social specializations. (a–c) The hypothetical developmental trajectories of a behavioural trait for three different individuals (or genotypes). (d–f) The average values and the phenotypic variances for the trait measured for the three individuals at three different ontogenetic stages. In the first case (a,d), we can see that social specialization corresponds to a decrease in within-individual variance of the trait with age and a relatively stable between-individual variance and average value; individuals are getting specialized through ontogeny by reducing their plasticity with age. In the second case (b,e), the between-individual variance is getting relatively larger than the within-individual variance with age, and thus individuals are getting specialized as they grow older. In the third case (c,f), the ontogeny of specialization results from an increase in the between-individual variance relative to the within-individual variance; individuals change their phenotype with age and show different developmental reaction norms.

5. How to study social niche specialization
(a) Social niche specialization as a behavioural reaction norm: three possible scenarios
An individual’s social role and personality at any stage of its life can be thought of as the result of a dynamic series of interactions between inherited genetic (i.e. additive or dominance genetic) effects, epigenetic (e.g. parental effects, early environment effects) background, and the particular social environment that the individual has encountered [10]. For example, mother–offspring interactions permanently affect anxiety, exploration and social behaviour in rodents [60,61] and primates [62]. Likewise, sibling interactions early in life may affect personality as an adult [63]. As a result, a behavioural reaction norm approach [64], where the social role of individuals in a population is studied as a function of their personality, the interaction between individuals/genotypes and different social conditions, is a powerful way to investigate social niche specialization.

In §3a, we mentioned the possibility for state dependence to generate social niche specialization with age. It is possible to use a behavioural reaction norm approach [10,64] to analyse the combined effects of the genetic background (or other early sources of individual differences) and the social environment on the development of social role or personality differences. Social niche specialization may arise through three distinctive developmental scenarios (figure 1): (i) absence of feedback mechanism between individuals and their social environment (figure 1a), such that individual social roles/personality are mainly influenced by genetic or permanent developmental effects (e.g. maternal effects); hence, WIC, BIC or repeatability should be constant throughout life (figure 1d); (ii) developmental constraints on flexibility (figure 1b), where the social roles taken by individuals overlap early in life but become increasingly distinct over time (developmental niche specialization); we thus expect within-individual variance to decrease with age, but between-individual variance to stay constant, and therefore the repeatability of the trait to increase over time (figure 1c); (iii) constraints on individual developmental trajectories (figure 1c), where BIC variation leads to increased environmental heterogeneity and may generate local constraints on TNW, the BIC and the WIC. We think that much could be gained by integrating these additional mechanisms into current models with frequency- or state-dependent mechanisms. In particular, little is known on how group composition, size and environmental pressures, such as predation risk, affect conformity [13], and studies of frequency-dependent mechanisms under varying group conditions will surely provide fruitful results and insights on behaviour through social niche specialization [14,24].

Finally, individuals may display social niche construction. That is, they could impact or manipulate the behaviours of their conspecifics in a way that creates a favourable social environment for their phenotype (for example, their particular level of boldness or aggressiveness). Social niche construction would lead to increased consistency of social roles and to niche specialization by stabilizing the BIC [10]. Niche construction could also increase TNW, by allowing some individuals to express certain types of behaviours that would not be favoured in the absence of niche construction. Interestingly, keystone individuals, through their higher influence on the social environment, may have a higher potential for social niche construction, thereby contributing to the maintenance of consistent behavioural differences among group members [46]. This aspect of animal personality is acknowledged [55], although it has rarely been investigated empirically.
and repeatability should increase over time (i.e. individual slopes differ among individuals), while WIC remains constant.

Constraints on flexibility may be caused by two main mechanisms. (i) Reversible plasticity is assumed to evolve in response to temporal or spatial environmental heterogeneity occurring within the lifetime of an individual [65]. Within-individual variance reflects the ability of an individual to change its phenotype in a reversible way in response to environmental changes, and thus large WIC early in life should reflect a high heterogeneity in environmental conditions experienced by young individuals. Phenotypic plasticity at a young age, therefore, may be selected to allow an individual to adjust its phenotype to the diversity of environmental conditions it may encounter. Then aging individuals may specialize through niche selection and niche construction ([10]; see §4b), thereby reducing environmental variation on the phenotypic expression of their traits. (ii) Alternatively, strong selection against flexibility, with only the most stable individuals surviving to reach old age could explain a decrease in WIC with age. To avoid this issue, care has to be taken to conduct longitudinal studies of individuals. With the constraint on individual trajectory hypothesis, we may expect strong stabilizing selection on personality/social role, leading to canalization of the trait early in life but a relaxation at later ages [66]. Maternal effects may counteract the additive genetics effects and reduce BIC early in life, but may decrease in importance to reveal genetic differences at a later age [66].

We can model behavioural reaction norms using mixed models, analysing the social role expressed by individuals as a function of their pedigree, development and personality (table 1a). We can test the constraint on flexibility hypothesis (figure 1b,c) by estimating BIC and WIC as a function of age using a random regression with heterogeneous residuals [68]. The technical statistical details behind mixed models can be found elsewhere [64,67]. A recent review on repeatability in behaviour traits [69] has not confirmed the general hypothesis that repeatability increases with age. The scarcity of published results, however, does not allow us to make any strong inference development of social niche specialization and personality in mammals and other taxa.

(b) Feedback dynamics between personality and social role

Initial differences in personality may determine the social role taken by individuals, but the social role itself may further affect the expression of personality differences among individuals over time. In order to analyse the interaction between personality and social role, studies must use longitudinal data, following both personality (figure 2; ‘personality1’, ‘P1’, ‘P2’, etc.) and social roles (‘social role1’, ‘SR1’) over more than one time step. In particular, personality has to be measured prior to social role to determine how personality affects social role (P1 → SR1), and to see how social role affects personality (SR1 → P1) independently of the consistency of personality (P1 → P1). Longitudinal data on personality and social roles also enable us to tease apart the mechanisms contributing to feedback between personality differences and social roles. For example, by combining longitudinal data on social role and personality with an estimation of the fitness, we can study the contribution of social awareness and experience to social niche specialization. Social awareness should be associated with a constant relationship between the social role expressed by an individual and its fitness, irrespective of the time spent expressing this particular social role (SR1 → W1 = SR2 → W2 = SR3 → W3). Moreover, since social awareness favours consistency in a similar way for all individuals throughout their lifespan, we may predict that the likelihood for an individual of expressing a different social role over time will be constant (i.e. SR1 → SR2 = SR2 → SR3). By contrast, if individuals specialize in a social role because they

---

**Figure 2.** Graphical representation of the hypothetical links between personality and social roles that can lead to social niche specialization. An individual’s personality (i.e. personality1; P1) at a juvenile stage depends on the genes inherited from the parents and responds to early (E1) environmental conditions (covariance and interaction between gene and environment are not shown here). In the particular social context of the paper, EJ consists of various social conditions affecting the individuals (e.g. parental effects, conflicts among siblings, population density or competition), but we can easily extend them to non-social conditions such as food abundance or risks of predation. Because of genetic and experiential effects P2 may affect both personality at the next time step (P1) and the choice of a particular social role (i.e. social role1; SR1). This choice may also depend on the environmental conditions encountered by the individual prior to period 1. For example, frequency-dependent selection or specific social contexts (e.g. age structure, population density, sex ratio, competition and social interactions with conspecifics) may alter the choice of a social role based on personality. The specific social role chosen by the individual may in turn affect personality expression. Combinations between personality and social role may translate into different fitness outcomes (i.e. fitness1; W1). For example, territorial individuals may perform better when they are bold or aggressive than when they are shy or lowly aggressive. By contrast, floaters may do better by being thorough explorers. By choosing a particular social role, an individual may affect the environmental conditions (E1), because it changes the proportion of individuals with a given social role. Environmental conditions can in turn modify the personality of the individual and alter its choice of a social role at the next time step (SR2). Finally, social conditions generated by the choice of social roles or personality of conspecifics can interfere on the link between an individual’s personality and fitness. The same pattern can be repeated over time (represented in grey in the figure).
increase their performance through learning, fitness should increase with the time spent expressing the same social role \((W_2 > W_1\), if the individual expresses the same social role). In the same way, we predict an interaction between \(SR_1\) and \(P_1\) on the choice of \(SR_2\). Likewise, SNS through learning and experience predicts a decreasing likelihood of changing social role as the animal get more experienced in a given social role \((SR_2 \rightarrow SR_3 > SR_1 \rightarrow SR_2)\).

**Figure 3.** Direct and indirect effects on aggressive behaviour in deer mice (adapted from Brommer et al. [75]). Several models are generated to decompose the components of total phenotypic variance in the aggressive trait measured in the focal individual. (a) Both individual \(i\) (i.e. direct) and opponent \(j\) (i.e. indirect) effects are fitted. (b) Pedigree information allows the researcher to decompose the direct individual effects into permanent and additive genetic effects. (c) Pedigree information makes it also possible to decompose the opponent effects into indirect, permanent and additive genetic effects, and to estimate the correlation between direct and indirect genetic effects.

**Table 1.** General mixed models used to quantify and investigate social niche specialization in animal populations. Mixed models may included fixed (normal), random (i.e. random intercepts, bold) effects and interactions between these two (i.e. random slopes). We detail three general forms of models especially useful for quantifying the contribution of all the mechanisms we outline in this review, along with the variance components they estimate \((\text{sensu Dingemanse & Dochtermann [67]})\). We also summarize the data necessary to use the models. For additional details and the technical aspects of model fitting, see [67]). \(SR\), individual social role; \(T\), time or age of individuals; \(ID\), individual identity; \(ENV\), social environment variable (interactant identity or social group); \(P\), personality measure; \(W\), individual fitness measure; \(V_{\text{ind}0sr}\), individual variance in social role (intercept of the reaction norm); \(V_{\text{ind}1sr}\), individual variance in social role plasticity (slope of the reaction norm); \(V_{\text{ind}0w}\), individual variance in fitness (intercept); \(COV_{\text{ind}0sr, \text{ind}0p}\), covariance between mean social role and personality (among individuals); \(COV_{\text{e}0sr, \text{e}0p}\), covariance between changes in social role and personality (within individuals); URSM, Univariate Random Slope model; MRSM, Multivariate Random Slope model; URIM, Univariate Random Intercept model; MRIM, Multivariate Random Intercept model).
(c) Constraints on social roles
Sections 3 and 4 examined how the social role of an individual depends on the behaviour and social role of conspecifics and consequently their genotype. Such effects are often termed indirect (genetic) effects (IGE) [70,71] and may be integrated within a behavioural reaction norm approach to quantify how they contribute to social niche specialization. Including IGE within our framework renders possible the study of developmental effects associated with maternal environment, and the effects of the social interactions on the social role expressed by individuals [66,71–74]. To estimate IGE on an individual’s social role, we need to measure the individual’s traits successively in the presence of different conspecifics (or interactants) of known identity (table 1b). This design, coupled with pedigree information, permits an estimate to be made of both direct and indirect genetic effects (figure 3). For example, in Wilson et al.’s [72] study on aggressiveness, each deer mouse (Peromyscus maniculatus) encountered several same-sex individuals in a neutral arena, either as a focal animal or as an opponent. It was found that individuals differed in their intrinsic aggressiveness, but also that they differed in their ability to trigger aggressive reactions from the focal individual. This approach would also be extremely powerful to investigate the impact of keystone individuals on the overall social environment. We are not aware of any study that attempted this. Keystone individuals could impact the environment by affecting the social roles available to individuals over their lives (i.e. WIC). For example, Sih & Watters [76] documented a situation in water striders (Aquarius remigis) where a few males, by being extremely aggressive, had a disproportionate effect on the overall mating dynamics (see §4). In this case, one could quantify precisely the impact of hyper-aggressive males by analysing the effect the presence of such males has on the social role expressed by each individual. Similarly, the relationship between the social environment, personality, social role and its fitness consequences will allow us to investigate social niche construction. Gathering this type of data over different habitats, or differing social systems, or according to the frequency of certain social roles may greatly advance our understanding of social niche specialization and personality differences. Alternatively, Lea et al. [18] studied the quantitative genetics of individuals’ social network indices (i.e. out-degree, in-degree, attractiveness, expansiveness, embeddedness and betweenness) in a yellow-bellied marmot (Marmota flaviventris) population. They found a strong effect of the social group and, to a lower extent, additive genetic (i.e. direct) effects on both affiliative and agonistic behaviour.

(d) Social niche specialization through personality-dependent social preferences and performance
Social niche specialization may arise from the fact that an individual with a given personality does not perform well in every social situation (i.e. personality-dependent performance). It may, therefore, be possible that individuals select some particular social roles and avoid others (a phenomenon referred to as niche-picking; [10]). The maintenance of social niche specialists through evolution may be the result of the coevolution between personality-dependent performance and niche-picking. With a behavioural reaction norm approach, it is possible to assess how personality-dependent social performance and niche-picking coevolve to maintain personality differences. This is achieved by, first, investigating how the fitness of individuals in a given social role varies as a function of their personality (figure 4a and table 1c). This has been shown in the case of general environmental condition and in the case of social conditions. In pulse resource systems, different personality types can perform differently depending on food availability [63,77], but, surprisingly, we are not aware of any study with similar results on personality and social roles. Second, we need to investigate whether animals with different personalities show preferences for particular social roles, potentially depending on the overall environmental conditions (figure 4b and table 1c). For instance, juvenile green lizards’ dispersal decisions depend on the interaction between their sociability and population density in their natal habitat [78]. In the western mosquitofish (Gambusia affinis), individuals with different levels of sociability choose different types of shoals and shoal size [79]. In Drosophila melanogaster, males distribute in a non-random way depending on their level of aggressiveness, and fitness is higher when males are housed under the environmental conditions each type preferred [80]. Finally, we would have to show the presence of a correlation between niche-picking and personality-dependent performance (i.e. a personality by social role correlation) in natural populations. Individuals could also differ in their degree or capacity for niche-picking (i.e. some may be generalists). If social context choice depends on dispersal ability, then personalities...
could vary in their capacity to choose the best social context. There may be a trade-off between an individual’s ability to choose a social situation and its level of specialization [14]. These scenarios can be tested either by using data from natural populations or by designing reciprocal transfer experiments. Of course, the hypothetical situation presented in figure 4 is probably not as clear-cut in nature; individuals can make errors in the habitats they choose or may be restricted in their choice by the limited availability of conditions in which they fit best. Dispersal and environmental unpredictability are assumed to constrain the evolution of specialization [12]. Finally, the coexistence of specialized individuals within populations may generate associations among different types of traits in a behavioural [1] or pace-of-life syndrome [7], and it may be important to consider behavioural, life-history and metabolic aspects of habitat or social choice. For example, bold, aggressive individuals, if short-lived and with high metabolic needs [10,33], may perform better in a rich environment where competition and predation rate are high. In contrast, a poor habitat, with low population density and low competition, may favour shy, non-aggressive and long-lived individuals.

6. Conclusion

The point of this paper was to highlight the advantages of incorporating the study of personality into a general ecological and social niche specialization framework. Several interesting hypotheses from these fields can be made that would be certainly fruitful for behavioural ecologists: First, we show that predictions about ecological factors at the origin of ecological niche specialization can be applied to the study of personality and social specialization. We also show that studying personality or social roles would gain by using a more integrative approach combining heterogeneity and the coevolution of individual habitat preference and habitat-specific performance, frequency or state dependence and social awareness. We also review the importance of considering direct and indirect genetic effects, developmental aspects and the dynamics of feedback effects between personality, social role and the social environment. Despite the strong potential for mammal studies to contribute to the development of future research on these topics, empirical evidence on mammals is still rare. Existing studies dealing with social specialization and personality were strongly biased towards fish, insects and birds. It may be that these taxa are easier to manipulate experimentally. However, the methods necessary for studying the links between personality and social roles are already available and can be easily applied to several long-term, individual-based studies of wild mammals.
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